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      A quick summary of my experiences with dimethyltryptamine, by your friend, snake boy I'm a very boring person and I've led a very boring and unadventurous life for the most part but for whatever reason I am very adventurous when it comes to drugs, so I've barely ever left the tiny island I live on but I have been to hyperspace quite a few times. I used to take acid like... more regularly than you should probably take acid and I've done a bunch of weird drugs that are hard to pronounce and no one's ever heard of, so I thought it would be fun to talk about DMT a bit because it sure has a reputation! and it has earned that reputation really to be fair. I rarely encounter people who've smoked DMT. Most of the time I see DMT references it’s a joke about it, and I post those too because obviously like all drugs it’s very funny but I’m going to give a little overview of my experiences with it because I might as well have something to show for smoking what tasted like burnt plastic and farts as many times as I did. So the big thing they tell you about taking psychedelics is: set and setting. Important stuff, good advice, your mindset, location and company can all be important factors in how the trip goes. The first time I smoked DMT I had taken acid and MDMA the night before and not slept for 36 hours or so, I was in a student house in London with people I met in a chatroom that splintered off from 4chan and the guy who slept upstairs was real mad at us for staying up all night loudly talking shit. Set and setting, lads!!! It was fine though, after being so nervous that I got a bit shaky I hit the pipe off the hob on his oven because the lighter broke and then I went and had a sit down and watched a lot of intricate patterns with my eyes closed and felt some underlying rhythm to everything, like my consciousness had a drum beat. Mild stuff really. After that I went home and I bought a gram of DMT and that’s where the more intense experiences start. Here’s the thing about describing DMT experiences though: it’s completely impossible. Well I suppose not completely impossible but you can only describe an incredibly vague shadow of the experience, you can’t convey the actual thing at all because words don’t work to describe such things and for the most part you can’t even think about it you can only think about memories of it (I started getting into Lovecraft around this time, a coincidence I’m sure) So like a good little psychonaut I used to write trip reports, I had a little routine where I'd lay in bed with a crack pipe and a baggie at my side with some chill music on and write down what happened as soon as I could, usually while still tripping a bit. So the first few times I didn’t break through, “breaking through” is a bit of a hard thing to define really (unless you’re smoking salvia) but I saw some weird patterns, felt some weird feelings but nothing huge. Next I made a point of breaking through, I wanted to see some shit, have an experience like I’d read about on erowid so I put twice as much in the pipe as usual, tried to inhale as much as I could aaaaand just blacked out and puked on my t- shirt. I had vague dreamlike memories of encountering a being coming towards me and though I'm not sure I ever saw the being but I remember thinking it had black and white moving vertical stripes on it. I paid good money for that experience. Beings/entities became a very standard part of the experience though, before breaking through I’d felt a vague presence as if DMT was watching me trip (though not as spooky as that sounds) then after that I just kept encountering.... things, things that felt alive. In one particular instance one “thing” got quite chatty, so chatty in fact that I became one of those weirdos that claims they’ve spoken to god. It’s very hard to talk to god though because god doesn’t speak english and that was the only language I was aware I knew how to speak. It turns out there’s another form of language I can communicate using (after smoking a load of DMT) but god is much better at using that language than I am. I’d had my internal narrator do this before, seem to have a new language but I’d never actually used it to communicate. Basically it’s like meditation, flow state or lucid dreaming, you can do it but only if you never actually think about it, the second you think about it you’re fucked. So god emerges from my ceiling, phasing into existence in ways I can’t adequately describe and starts speaking to me, and strangely I can speak back without using my mouth or english, we have a little back-and-forth about the fact I am here and experiencing these things I otherwise wouldn’t be able to but then i realised what was happening and that it was a pretty big deal, as soon as i realised that then the entity stopped responding to me I think I started using normal language again and that doesn’t work. If it sounds like I’m being flippant about it I do really consider the experience I had to be what people are talking about when they say they saw god. I don’t know if god just poked their head through my bedroom ceiling to be like “what are you doing here?” but I do think that if that didn’t happen then there is a little switch in the human brain and if you flick that switch in just the right way then you can have the incredibly awe- inspiring and humbling experience of meeting what is seemingly just a higher being in every way. The being never said “hey I’m god” because like why would god exist in our shitty little 3 dimensions speaking a language made by wet mouth sounds? That was the highlight of my DMT career really, it wasn’t a totally unique experience but was the strongest and most prolonged direct interaction with an entity I had and I’m not Terence McKenna so we didn’t really have any full conversations where they explained anything to me. Eventually the actual reason I stopped smoking DMT was because it made me too nauseous, which is a very boring end to the story but I don’t think there’s really an end goal with DMT. Psychedelics are meant to be about integrating what you’ve learnt in the trip into every day sober life, I am very glad I took a bunch of acid because there’s things I learnt tripping that are still with me today but it’s very hard to integrate “everything melted around me and I didn’t know who or where I was, also I could see a checkerboard patterned sphere and somehow observe every part of the surface at once”. That’s really not much use for your day to day with like, work and personal relationships. Everyone’s consciousness is connected and we’re all just part of the same godhead while the universe experiences itself through us, we’re all connected, sure... I’m not really sure what to do with this notion though, it has no practical applications and the idea of getting myself stressed out trying to know something that’s inherently unknowable seems like a waste of time, I cannot know if there is a god or not with my flimsy human brain because god would exist beyond that. Smoke DMT if you get the chance. It’s worth doing if you want to experience something you cannot in any way anticipate or comprehend. I’m glad I have, it’s just I feel like all it did was make me a weirder person and I was already pretty weird to begin with. 
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